
Summer 2022

*Home learning activities - Enhanced J & W / Fundamental Pathways*

Dear Parent / Carer,

We are sharing some ideas and activities for your child / young person this

summer holiday.

The activities are intended to be creative, fun and educational, enhancing

communication and engagement. This is intended to be supportive and

activities are not compulsory.

We hope that it is not too hot and you have time to enjoy, explore and

engage with your child / young person.

Best wishes,

John Watson School Teaching Staff

Communication and Interaction Activities

● Sign to learn - We are learning to sign Summer Holiday. Why not have a go yourself!

Activity: Show the sign to an adult, or perhaps an adult can copy and share the sign with you.

Using your preferred method of communication (words, iPad, signs, gestures, eye-gaze):

- Can you show what the weather is like today?

Sensory: Use objects to represent the different weather, e.g. sun = hot water bottle; clouds = faux fabric

Challenge: Can you use your preferred method of communication to share what weather you like the best?



● We are learning a new song - Cover Me in Sunshine Link (lyrics)

Using your preferred method of communication (words, iPad, signs, gestures, eye-gaze):

- How many signs can you recognise or learn?

- Can you or a family member sign ‘dreaming,’ ‘friendly’ and ‘laughing’? Which is your favourite sign?

- Ask a family member which they like using the symbols below, or show them which you prefer using

gestures or eye-gaze.

Extension: Look at some things people do in the summer. (You can use the symbols above)

Show a family member different things you do or might like to do using the visual prompt.

Sensory - use objects to represent the different pictures?

beach = towel; plant = garden; water/costume = swimming; ball = park; toy = play; iPad = iPad



● We have been learning ways to keep ourselves safe.

Using your preferred method of communication (words, iPad, signs, gestures, eye-gaze):

- Think about ways we keep ourselves safe?

- With a family member or friend - look at the different pictures and think about how they are being safe

- Sensory - use objects to represent the actions, e.g. soap for hand washing, toothbrush for cleaning teeth

Challenge: Can you think of any more ways to keep safe?

● Films and movies:

- Can you watch a film that is about animals?

- What do you like about it? Using your preferred method of communication, can you say / sign / point

/ look at 3 animals you like in the film to share with a family member, or friend.

- Can you, or a family member, pretend to be the different animals in the story? Do you know what the

sign is for the different animals?

Challenge: Learn 3 signs for different animals - Perhaps you can try Farm Animals - which animal is missing?



Cognition and Learning Activities

English:

● With an adult, can you follow the recipe for making fruit jelly?

- What ingredients did you use? Can you read / say / sign / point / look to match with the ingredients?

- Sensory - Use the jelly and fruit to touch, smell and taste (where appropriate)

- Keeping Safe in the Kitchen - With adult support can you think about the dangers there are in the

kitchen? You can go into the kitchen to look, point or name different things.

● Look at the pictures below. What can you see?

Using your preferred method of communication read / say / sign / point / look at the pictures and CVC /

CVCC (Consonant / Vowel / Consonant ) words below…



● Can an adult help you to write and cut up the letter / sounds? How many of the words can you build / read?

b u zz

● If you are working on writing your name:

Can an adult help to write the letters of your name, cut the letters up as above, so you can put them in the

right order? Perhaps you have wooden or foam letters that could be ordered if paper is tricky to see / hold.

If you use eye-gaze or gesture, an adult can place the letters in different places on a E-Tran frame or large

piece of paper in your eye-line / reach.

Use different sensory materials for writing and mark making in: (e.g. couscous, flour, lentils, rice, slime)

Challenge / Extension:

● Can you write the words you have created above? You may need help from an adult to write them on the

page first (Using a yellow pencil / pen can support overwriting, or drawing a line for each letter sound to be

written on).

● Can you make 2 word phrases using the pictures and adding a colour first, e.g. red bus, brown cat (using the

colour signs can help)

● Sensory - find different objects that represent the pictures and colours, e.g. cat = faux fabric & brown card



● Reading for fun! Try to share a book every day with an adult.
- Did you like the story/book? Why? (Use the I like and I don’t like above)

- Do any words that sound the same?

- Can you find words that begin or end with the same sound?

- Can you identify what objects or characters are in the pictures? What are they doing?

- What do you think will happen next?

- Challenge: Watch the Brazilian folktale Where the night came from - Can you share the pictures of things you

hear in the story with a family member using your preferred method of communication…

- Sensory: You could try Hickory Dickory Dock Story Massage



Maths:

● The numbers below can be used to identify How many, depending on your understanding of numbers

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10
● Can you go on a scavenger hunt and collect different numbers of leaves? An adult can help you collect and

count them using the different numbers. Answer How many using your preferred method of communication

say / sign / point / look to the numbers



● Challenge: Can you count the caterpillars? Can you double them by adding the same number again?

● Create your own number sentences by putting (or watching) objects onto a leaf or taking them off.

- Can you collect some pebbles to put on and off the leaf to see How Many more or less

- Can you collect some twigs to put on and off the leaf to see How Many more or less



Challenge: Try working on your number bonds to 10 as additions (7 + 3 = 10) or subtractions (10 - 7 = 3)

● Time and sequencing: Think about what you do during the day. An adult can help to draw, put pictures, or

photographs of what you have done, doing, or going to do onto the timetable.



Social-Emotional Mental Health and Independence Activities

● Online safety: Helpful link for parents/carers

You may like the Cyber Safe Internet Safety Song

Using your preferred method of communication, think about the ways to keep safe using the communication

mat - what can you see that is a good idea and what is a bad idea?

● Road safety is very important: Can you practice crossing the road with an adult? Remember to tell them

when to Stop Look and Listen using your preferred method of communication

● Why don’t you try the crossing the road game with help from an adult?



● Taking care of your mental health and wellbeing is really important.

Mindfulness and meditation:

Look at the different pictures. Can you think about how you think they would make you feel? Can you try

some out? An adult can help you to try and experience different things. (Use the I like / I don’t like above)

smell of fresh cut grass furry animals / toys tinkling bells

bubble wrap cold custard

sand on your toes

a silky scarf a clean paint brush
silly putty

● Sensory activities: You could try / make Edible Yogurt Silly Putty

● Don’t forget there are great books to support protective behaviours that you might be interested in are:



Physical and Sensory Activities

PE:

● It is summer! Here are some exercises you could try:

- Yoga with Squish the Fish A Cosmic Kids Yoga Adventure

- Would you Rather? Workout! Summer Edition

Each round, two different spring choices are shown, and you choose your favourite. Exercises pop up that are

below your choice. Perform the exercise for 20 seconds.

Can you repeat the activity and get a new high score? Can you challenge your family?

● Dancing and moving to music is something we love to do! You could try:

- Just Dance along to our song of the holidays - Cover Me In Sunshine

- KIDZ BOP Kids - Ultimate Summer Dance Party

Can you communicate if you enjoyed the activities?

● Physiotherapy programme (if you follow one)

- Complete your daily physio programme with adult support - remember this is a wonderful

opportunity to engage and talk in a calm and soothing way

- While on the floor, you can listen to calming music and explore some sensory objects/materials?



● Fine motor skills:

- Why not complete sensory art activity using a squeegee.

- You could choose primary colours, explore the patterns and mix of colours to create your masterpiece!

- If you are unable to grasp, an adult can help you use bands or ribbons to attach to the squeegee, or

support you to touch the paint and experience the colours.

- Using your preferred method of communication, identify which colours you would like.

- Try adding sand or other coarse materials to create texture to the picture.

● Paper Chain Activity - Develop your fine motor skills by threading paper clips together.

What can you make? Can you make a bracelet or a necklace? How long can you make it?


